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0. Arieli and A. Avron, The value of the four values 
In his well-known paper “How computers should think”, Belnap argues that four-valued semantics is 
a very suitable setting for computerized reasoning. In this paper we vindicate this thesis by showing 
that the logical role that the four-valued structure has among Ginsberg’s bilattices is similar to the role 
that the two-valued algebra has among Boolean algebras. Specifically, we provide several theorems 
that show that the most useful bilattice-valued logics can actually be characterized as four-valued 
inference relations. In addition, we compare the use of three-valued logics with the use of four- 
valued logics, and show that at least for the task of handling inconsistent or uncertain information, 
the comparison is in favor of the latter. 
P. Jonsson and C. BlckstrGm, A unifying approach to temporal constraint reasoning 
We present a formalism, Disjunctive Linear Relations (DRLs), for reasoning about temporal 
constraints. DLRs subsume most of the formalisms for temporal constraint reasoning proposed in 
the literature and is therefore computationally expensive. We also present a restricted type of DLRs, 
Horn DLRs, which have a polynomial-time satisfiability problem. We prove that most approaches 
to tractable temporal constraint reasoning can be encoded as Horn DLRs, including the ORD-Horn 
algebra by Nebel and Btirckert and the simple temporal constraints by Dechter et al. Thus, DLRs is 
a suitable unifying formalism for reasoning about temporal constraints. 
M. Tennenholtz, On stable social laws and qualitative equilibria 
This paper introduces and investigates the notion of qualitative equilibria, or stable social laws, in 
the context of qualitative decision making. Previous work in qualitative decision theory has used the 
maximin decision criterion for modelling qualitative decision making. When several decision-makers 
share a common environment, a corresponding notion of equilibrium can be defined. This notion can 
be associated with the concept of a stable social law. This paper initiates a basic study of stable social 
laws; in particular, it discusses the stability benefits one obtains from using social laws rather than 
simple conventions, the existence of stable social laws under various assumptions, the computation 
of stable social laws, and the representation of stable social laws in a graph-theoretic framework. 
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G. Schurz, Probabilistic semantics for Delgrande’s conditional ogic and a 
countersample to his default logic 
This paper establishes two results. First, that a corrected version of the propositional part of 
Delgrande’s conditional logic corresponds to Adams’ extended probability logic and has both 
an infinitesimal and a noninfinitesimal probability semantics. Second, that there is a defect in 
Delgrande’s default logic: it may produce inconsistent extensions. 
A.M. Abdelbar and S.M. Hedetniemi, Approximating MAPS for belief networks is 
NP-hard and other theorems 
Finding maximum a posteriori (MAP) assignments, also called Most Probable Explanations, is an 
important problem on Bayesian belief networks. Shimony has shown that finding MAPS is NP-hard. 
In this paper, we show that approximating MAPS with a constant ratio bound is also NP-hard. In 
addition, we examine the complexity of two related problems which have been mentioned in the 
literature. We show that given the MAP for a belief network and evidence set, or the family of 
MAPS if the optimal is not unique, it remains NP-hard to find, or approximate, alternative next- 
best explanations. Furthermore, we show that given the MAP, or MAPS, for a belief network and 
an initial evidence set, it is also NP-hard to find, or approximate, the MAP assignment for the same 
belief network with a modified evidence set that differs from the initial set by the addition or removal 
of even a single node assignment. Finally, we show that our main result applies to networks with 
constrained in-degree and out-degree, applies to randomized approximation, and even still applies if 
the ratio bound, instead of being constant, is allowed to be a polynomial function of various aspects 
of the network topology. 
V. Brusoni, L. Console, P. Terenziani and D. Theseider DuprC, A spectrum of 
definitions for temporal model-based iagnosis 
Model-based diagnosis (MBD) tackles the problem of troubleshooting systems starting from a 
description of their structure and function (or behavior). Time is a fundamental dimension in MBD: 
the behavior of most systems is time-dependent in one way or another. Temporal MBD, however, is a 
difficult task and indeed many simplifying assumptions have been adopted in the various approaches 
in the literature. These assumptions concern different aspects such as the type and granularity of the 
temporal phenomena being modeled, the definition of diagnosis, the ontology for time being adopted. 
Unlike the atemporal case, moreover, there is no general “theory” of temporal MBD which can be 
used as a knowledge-level characterization of the problem. 
In this paper we present a general characterization of temporal model-based diagnosis. We 
distinguish between different temporal phenomena that can be taken into account in diagnosis and 
we introduce a modeling language which can capture all such phenomena. Given a suitable logical 
semantics for such a modeling language, we introduce a general characterization of the notions 
of diagnostic problem and explanation, showing that in the temporal case these definitions involve 
different parameters. Different choices for the parameters lead to different approaches to temporal 
diagnosis. 
We define a framework in which different dimensions for temporal model-based diagnosis can be 
analyzed at the knowledge level, pointing out which are the alternatives along each dimension and 
showing in which cases each one of these alternatives is adequate. 
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In the final part of the paper we show how various approaches in the literature can be classified 
within our framework. In this way, we propose some guidelines to choose which approach best fits a 
given application problem. 
S. Kasif, S. Salzberg, D. Waltz, J. Rachlin and D. Aha, A probabilistic framework for 
memory-based reasoning 
T. Schmidt and RI? Shenoy, Some improvements to the Shenoy-Shafer and Hugin 
architectures for computing marginals 
A.Y. Levy and M.-C. Rousset, CARIN: a representation language combining Horn 
rules and description logics 
